
RECYCLING BOX 14 GAL GREENRECYCLING BOX 14 GAL GREEN

FG571473GRN

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Recycling Bin is made of post-consumer recycled

resin for commercial recycling use.

Built-in handles for easier lifting and carrying

Designed to stack or nest for increased productivity

Commercial grade construction to withstand years of indoor and

outdoor use

RECYCLING BOX 14 GAL BLUERECYCLING BOX 14 GAL BLUE

FG571473BLUE

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Recycling Bin is made of post-consumer recycled

resin for commercial recycling use.

Built-in handles for easier lifting and carrying

Designed to stack or nest for increased productivity

Commercial grade construction to withstand years of indoor and

outdoor use



An easy-access front door with handle allows for ergonomic removal of

materials from the recycler while an internal door hinge prevents wall

damage

Rounded easy-glide feet allow the container to be moved efficiently

while a color-coded label and single stream open top reliably collect up

to 23 gallons of plastic recyclables

Heavy-gauge steel recycler with a damage-resistant powder coat finish

features contoured edges and magnetic connections that keep

receptacles perfectly aligned to one another for a professional

appearance

with sleek, smooth surfaces and contoured edges. This recycling system has a

modern appearance that will fit seamlessly into any indoor or outdoor

commercial environment.

GAL GRAY STENNIGAL GRAY STENNI
CONFIGURE™ 1 STREAM LANDFILL 15CONFIGURE™ 1 STREAM LANDFILL 15

An easy-access front door with handle allows for ergonomic removal of

materials from the recycler while an internal door hinge prevents wall

damage

Rounded easy-glide feet allow the container to be moved efficiently

while a color-coded label and single stream open top reliably collect up

to 15 gallons of glass recyclables

Heavy-gauge stainless steel recycler features contoured edges and

magnetic connections that keep receptacles perfectly aligned to one

another for a professional appearance

with sleek, smooth surfaces and contoured edges. This recycling system has a

modern appearance that will fit seamlessly into any indoor or outdoor

commercial environment.

1961629

Quantity: 1

The Configure™ Decorative Waste Containers provide a recycling solution

RECYCLING 33 GAL GRAY STENNIRECYCLING 33 GAL GRAY STENNI
CONFIGURE™ 1 STREAM MIXEDCONFIGURE™ 1 STREAM MIXED

1961614

Quantity: 1

The Configure™ Decorative Waste Containers provide a recycling solution



SLIM JIM® DOUBLE STAINLESS STEELSLIM JIM® DOUBLE STAINLESS STEEL
DOLLYDOLLY

1956191

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Vented Slim Jim® Stainless Steel Double Dolly is

designed to support and transport Vented Slim Jim® containers smoothly and

efficiently through any commercial facility.

Constructed of quality stainless steel material that is easy to clean and

won't rust or chip in moist environments.

Features 3" non-marking quiet casters that allow for smooth and quiet

maneuverability.

Locking feature on casters creates a stable recycling station or collection

site.

SLIM JIM® SINGLE STAINLESS STEELSLIM JIM® SINGLE STAINLESS STEEL
DOLLYDOLLY

1968468

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Vented Slim Jim® Stainless Steel Dolly is

designed to support and transport Vented Slim Jim® containers smoothly and

efficiently through any commercial facility.

Constructed of quality stainless steel material that is easy to clean and

won't rust or chip in moist environments.

Features 3" non-marking quiet casters that allow for smooth and quiet

maneuverability.

Locking feature on casters creates a stable recycling station or collection

site.



SLIM JIM® VERTICAL LID MIXEDSLIM JIM® VERTICAL LID MIXED
RECYCLING BLUERECYCLING BLUE

2018302

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® recycling lids are designed to make

recycling easier with consistent color-coding, lid openings and waste stream

options

Red, yellow, green, blue, black and brown color options available

Four lid openings are available: mixed recycling, paper, bottles/cans and

open top

Integrated billboard increases waste stream visibility for patrons and

staff

SLIM JIM® VERTICAL LID OPEN TOPSLIM JIM® VERTICAL LID OPEN TOP
BLACKBLACK

2018253

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® recycling lids are designed to make

recycling easier with consistent color-coding, lid openings and waste stream

options

Red, yellow, green, blue, black and brown color options available

Four lid openings are available: mixed recycling, paper, bottles/cans and

open top

Integrated billboard increases waste stream visibility for patrons and

staff



VENTED SLIM JIM® 23 GAL BLACKVENTED SLIM JIM® 23 GAL BLACK

FG354060BLA

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® containers with venting channels

offer uncompromised performance in constrained spaces.

Venting channels make removing liners from the trash can up to 80%

easier, improving productivity and reducing the risk of worker injury

4 bag cinches secure liners around the rim of the garbage can and

create quick, knot-free liner changes

Robust handles at the base and rim of the garbage can resist tearing and

improve control while lifting and emptying

VENTED SLIM JIM® RECYCLING 23VENTED SLIM JIM® RECYCLING 23
GAL BLUEGAL BLUE

FG354007BLUE

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® containers with venting channels

offer uncompromised performance in constrained spaces.

Venting channels make removing liners from the recycle bin up to 80%

easier, improving productivity and reducing the risk of worker injury

4 bag cinches secure liners around the rim of the recycling can and

create quick, knot-free liner changes

Robust handles at the base and rim of the recycling bin resist tearing

and improve control while lifting and emptying



SLIM JIM® 13 GAL UNDER COUNTERSLIM JIM® 13 GAL UNDER COUNTER
CONTAINER GREENCONTAINER GREEN

2026700

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® Under-Counter containers are a

purpose-built solution for space efficient waste disposal under the counter.

Large angled opening provides 2X more access under the counter than

traditional slim containers.

Integrated venting channels make removing liners 80% easier,

improving productivity and reducing the risk of worker injury.

Commercial-grade construction with high-quality resin material.

WASTE STREAM LABEL KIT VERSION EWASTE STREAM LABEL KIT VERSION E

1977789

Quantity: 1

Expert-designed waste stream labels feature three visual cues, the recycling

symbol, a stream icon and verbiage proven to increase recycling effectiveness.

All avaliable waste streams included in kit

WASTE STREAM LABEL KIT FITS SJ LIDWASTE STREAM LABEL KIT FITS SJ LID

2018391

Quantity: 1

Expert-designed waste stream labels feature three visual cues, the recycling

symbol, a stream icon and verbiage proven to increase recycling effectiveness.

Kit includes labels designed for vertical Slim Jim® recycling lids.

All avaliable waste streams included in kit



BRUTE® TANDEM DOLLY BLACKBRUTE® TANDEM DOLLY BLACK

FG264600BLA

Quantity: 1

Two twist locks hold containers securely and unlock easily for unloading,

allowing easy transport of two loaded 20, 32, and 44-gallon BRUTE®

containers for increased productivity.

Heavy-duty 3" swivel casters offer better mobility through work areas

Attach waste containers with easy twist-and-lock action

Fits 20-, 32-, 44-, BRUTE® and BRUTE® Square Containers

VENTED BRUTE® RECYCLING 32 GALVENTED BRUTE® RECYCLING 32 GAL
BLUEBLUE

FG263273BLUE

Quantity: 1

Innovative venting channels make lifting out liners up to 50% easier,

improving productivity and reducing the risk of injury.

Integrated cinches secure the liner, allowing for efficient knot free liner

changes. Tested to 20,000 cycles.

Rounded handles make lifting and moving easier, and are reinforced to

resist tearing or damage from even the heaviest loads.

Reinforced base is specifically engineered to be dragged over rough

surfaces, extending life and overall durability even in the toughest

environments.



VENTED BRUTE® 32 GAL BLACKVENTED BRUTE® 32 GAL BLACK

1867531

Quantity: 1

Innovative venting channels make lifting out liners up to 50% easier,

improving productivity and reducing the risk of injury.

Integrated cinches secure the liner, allowing for efficient knot free liner

changes. Tested to 20,000 cycles.

Rounded handles make lifting and moving easier, and are reinforced to

resist tearing or damage from even the heaviest loads.

Reinforced base is specifically engineered to be dragged over rough

surfaces, extending life and overall durability even in the toughest

environments.

BRUTE® 32 GAL LID OPEN TOP BLUEBRUTE® 32 GAL LID OPEN TOP BLUE

2017965

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® recycling lids are designed to make

recycling easier with consistent color-coding, lid openings and waste stream

options.

Red, yellow, green, blue, black and brown color options available.

Four lid openings are available: mixed recycling, paper, bottles/cans and

open top.

Integrated billboard increases waste stream visibility for patrons and

staff.



BRUTE® 32 GAL LID OPEN TOP BLACKBRUTE® 32 GAL LID OPEN TOP BLACK

2017738

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® recycling lids are designed to make

recycling easier with consistent color-coding, lid openings and waste stream

options.

Red, yellow, green, blue, black and brown color options available.

Four lid openings are available: mixed recycling, paper, bottles/cans and

open top.

Integrated billboard increases waste stream visibility for patrons and

staff.

WASTE STREAM LABEL KIT VERSION DWASTE STREAM LABEL KIT VERSION D

1977788

Quantity: 1

Expert-designed waste stream labels feature three visual cues, the recycling

symbol, a stream icon and verbiage proven to increase recycling effectiveness.

Kit includes labels designed for BRUTE® containers, horizontal Slim Jim®

recycling lids, Untouchable® containers, Rollout containers, and tilt truck

placards.

All avaliable waste streams included in kit



EXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™ 18 INEXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™ 18 IN
MICROFIBER WET PAD, GRAYMICROFIBER WET PAD, GRAY

1863895

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Wet Pads are constructed of premium

split nylon/polyester blend microfiber that provides optimal wet mopping

performance.

Cleans 45% better than string mops and 25% better than conventional

microfiber mops

Patented zig-zag design packs 17% more microfiber in each mop than

conventional microfiber mops

Advanced hook-and-loop pad holds-up under harsh laundering

conditions and attaches pads more securely

HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,
SUPER SCRUBBER, YELLOWSUPER SCRUBBER, YELLOW

FGQ81000YL00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber Super Scrubber Wet Pad is

constructed of a premium split nylon/polyester-blend microfiber with vertical

scrubber stripes to help remove stubborn spots and clean into tile grout lines.

Vertical polypropylene scrubber stripes remove stubborn spots and clean

into tile grout lines

Dense 3 - 5 micrometer quality fiber removes more dust, dirt and

microbes than conventional cleaning products

Advanced hook-and-loop pad holds-up under harsh laundering

conditions and attaches pads more securely



HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,
HIGH ABSORBENCY, BLUEHIGH ABSORBENCY, BLUE

FGQ41600BL00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber High Absorbency Wet Pad

is made from premium split nylon/polyester blend microfiber and can absorb

24 ounces of liquid to respond to big spills.

Addresses big spils by absorbing up to 24oz of liquid

Cleans 45% better than string mops and 25% better than conventional

microfiber mops

Patented zig-zag design packs 17% more microfiber in each mop than

conventional microfiber mops

HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER DUST PAD,HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER DUST PAD,
FRINGE, GREENFRINGE, GREEN

FGQ41800GR00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Microfiber Dust Pads with fringe trap

and lock away dust, dirt, and debris while fringe grabs and holds larger

particles.

Fringed dust mops provide significantly greater surface area versus non-

fringed dust mops for faster cleaning

Dense 3 - 5 micrometer quality fiber removes more dust, dirt and

microbes than conventional cleaning products

Advanced hook-and-loop backing holds-up under harsh laundering

conditions and attaches pads more securely



EXECUTIVE SERIES™ LOBBY PRO®EXECUTIVE SERIES™ LOBBY PRO®
DUSTPAN WITH LONG HANDLE, BLACKDUSTPAN WITH LONG HANDLE, BLACK

FG253100BLA

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Executive Lobby Pro® Dust Pan is ideal for malls,

restaurants, lobbies, and more.

Smooth rear wheels improve wear resistance

Will not stain, discolor, or absorb odors

Constructed of durable injection molded plastic

RUBBERMAID PULSE™ MOP CLIPRUBBERMAID PULSE™ MOP CLIP

2034272

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial PULSE™ Mop Clip conveniently fits on the Slim

Jim® Rim Caddy to store and transport the Rubbermaid PULSE™ Mop.

The Rubbermaid PULSE™ Mop features an onboard cleaning solution

reservoir for quick cleanups on-the-go.

The Rubbermaid PULSE™ Mop Clip and Slim Jim® Rim Caddy Stick Tool

Tray securely hold the mop in place during transport.



EXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™ PULSE™EXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™ PULSE™
MICROFIBER MOP FRAME, SINGLEMICROFIBER MOP FRAME, SINGLE
SIDED, BLACKSIDED, BLACK

1863884

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ PULSE™ Microfiber Wet Pad is made

with split-blended microfiber that traps and locks away dust, dirt, and debris.

Clean more square feet in less time with the HYGEN™ PULSE™ Mop

Advanced hook-and-loop backing holds-up use after use as well as

under the harsh daily laundering conditions to ensure the pads are

securely attached

Double finished edges retains mop shape with use over time

SLIM JIM® RIM CADDY KITSLIM JIM® RIM CADDY KIT

2032953

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® Rim Caddy Kit is a purpose-built

system to store and transport common cleaning tools.

Features purpose-built solutions for storing and transporting common

cleaning tools. The Slim Jim® Rim Caddy Kit includes an integrated

dustpan holder, dedicated hooks to hold a safety sign, and space for

storing up to 3 spray bottles.

The slim profile of a Slim Jim® container paired with the Slim Jim® Rim

Caddy allows for easy maneuvering in the tightest spaces.

Each Slim Jim® Rim Caddy Kit includes a Stick Clip, Wide Hook and Peg

Hook that can be arranged into hundreds of different configurations

onto five dedicated tool rails.



VENTED BRUTE® 44 GAL GRAYVENTED BRUTE® 44 GAL GRAY

FG264360GRAY

Quantity: 1

Innovative venting channels make lifting out liners up to 50% easier,

improving productivity and reducing the risk of injury.

Integrated cinches secure the liner, allowing for efficient knot free liner

changes. Tested to 20,000 cycles.

Rounded handles make lifting and moving easier, and are reinforced to

resist tearing or damage from even the heaviest loads.

Reinforced base is specifically engineered to be dragged over rough

surfaces, extending life and overall durability even in the toughest

environments.

BRUTE® EXECUTIVE SERIES CADDYBRUTE® EXECUTIVE SERIES CADDY
BAG BLACKBAG BLACK

1867533

Quantity: 1

Turn your Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® container into a cleaning cart

with storage and transport for spray bottles, wet-floor signs, lobby dust pan,

brushes, liners, gloves, and other cleaning supplies

Numerous pockets for all your cleaning supplies

Durable vinyl material for easy cleaning

Fits 32- and 44-Gallon BRUTE® Containers



BRUTE® DOLLY BLACKBRUTE® DOLLY BLACK

FG264000BLA

Quantity: 1

Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® Dolly smoothly and efficiently transports

20, 32, 44, and 55-gallon BRUTE® containers easily and quickly.

Provides easy mobility and maneuverability when collecting and

transporting heavy loads.

Supports loads up to 250 lbs.

Innovative twist-lock design keeps containers secure

BRUTE® RIM CADDY YELLOWBRUTE® RIM CADDY YELLOW

FG9W8700YEL

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® Rim Caddy snaps securely onto the rim

of 44 Gallon BRUTE® Containers.

Snaps securely onto the rim of 44 Gallon BRUTE®Containers.

Integrated bag straps allow for easy can liner attachment.

User-friendly handle improves maneuverability and minimizes contact

with refuse.



SLIM JIM® CADDY BAGSLIM JIM® CADDY BAG

2032939

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® Caddy Bag maximizes space efficiency

by providing onboard storage for all of the supplies needed for cleaning and

liner changes on-the-go.

The Slim Jim® Caddy Bag paired with the slim profile of a Slim Jim®

container allows for easy maneuvering in the tightest spaces.

Features 19 pockets to store and transport common cleaning tools for

quick cleanups and mobile waste collection.

Durable vinyl construction stands up to the toughest commercial

environments and is easy to clean.

26 IN MULTILINGUAL "CAUTION"26 IN MULTILINGUAL "CAUTION"
STABLE SAFETY SIGN, 2 SIDED,STABLE SAFETY SIGN, 2 SIDED,
YELLOWYELLOW

FG9S0900YEL

Quantity: 1

Unique “no tip” design is 2-sided for effective multilingual safety

communication that utilizes ANSI/OSHA-compliant color and graphics.

“Caution” warning message imprinted in English, French, and Spanish

provides effective communication to a broad audience

Self-opening feet provide a wide, stable base

Low center of gravity helps prevent tipping when bumped, kicked, or

windblown



HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,HYGEN™ 18 IN MICROFIBER WET PAD,
BLUEBLUE

FGQ41000BL00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Wet Pads are constructed of premium

split nylon/polyester blend microfiber that provides optimal wet mopping

performance.

Cleans 45% better than string mops and 25% better than conventional

microfiber mops

Patented zig-zag design packs 17% more microfiber in each mop than

conventional microfiber mops

Dense 3 - 5 micrometer quality fiber removes more dust, dirt and

microbes than conventional cleaning products

EXECUTIVE SERIES™ LOBBY BROOM,EXECUTIVE SERIES™ LOBBY BROOM,
WOOD HANDLE, BLACKWOOD HANDLE, BLACK

FG253600BLA

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Lobby Broom is ideal for one-handed cleaning

under tables, fixtures, and hard-to-reach areas.

Wooden handle



HYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBERHYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBER
CLOTH, 12 PACK, REDCLOTH, 12 PACK, RED

FGQ62000RD00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ cloths with built-in scrubbers deliver

debris removal when dust cleaning and better liquid absorption for damp

cleaning.

Cleans 25% better than conventional microfiber and traditional cotton

cloths

Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes

Patented zig-zag scrubbers make cleanup quick and easy

EXECUTIVE SERIES™ 16 IN X 16 INEXECUTIVE SERIES™ 16 IN X 16 IN
MICROFIBER LIGHT DUTY CLOTH, GRAYMICROFIBER LIGHT DUTY CLOTH, GRAY

1863889

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Microfiber Light Duty Cloth is a quality

microfiber product that provides superior cleaning performance and germ

removal compared to traditional cloths.

Superior cleaning performance keeps all types of work surfaces in top

shape with these versatile microfiber cloths for wet cleaning or dry

dusting

Superior germ-removing microfiber is proven to remove 99.9% of

microbes to provide a safer, cleaner environment for guests and

employees

Quick cleanups are easy using our Microfiber Light Duty Cloths, Spray

Bottles (FG9C03060000), and the choice of one of our Carry Caddies

(1880995 or 1880994) or Pails (1857391 or 1875378)



HYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBERHYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBER
CLOTH, 12 PACK, YELLOWCLOTH, 12 PACK, YELLOW

FGQ61000YL00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ cloths with built-in scrubbers deliver

debris removal when dust cleaning and better liquid absorption for damp

cleaning.

Cleans 25% better than conventional microfiber and traditional cotton

cloths

Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes

Patented zig-zag scrubbers make cleanup quick and easy

HYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBERHYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBER
CLOTH, 12 PACK, GREENCLOTH, 12 PACK, GREEN

FGQ62000GR00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ cloths with built-in scrubbers deliver

debris removal when dust cleaning and better liquid absorption for damp

cleaning.

Cleans 25% better than conventional microfiber and traditional cotton

cloths

Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes

Patented zig-zag scrubbers make cleanup quick and easy



HYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBERHYGEN™ 16 IN X 16 IN MICROFIBER
CLOTH, 12 PACK, BLUECLOTH, 12 PACK, BLUE

FGQ62000BL00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ cloths with built-in scrubbers deliver

debris removal when dust cleaning and better liquid absorption for damp

cleaning.

Cleans 25% better than conventional microfiber and traditional cotton

cloths

Proven to remove 99.9% of microbes

Patented zig-zag scrubbers make cleanup quick and easy

EXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™ 16 IN XEXECUTIVE SERIES™ HYGEN™ 16 IN X
16 IN GLASS MICROFIBER CLOTH, 1216 IN GLASS MICROFIBER CLOTH, 12
PACK, BLUEPACK, BLUE

FGQ63000BL00

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ Mirror and Glass Cloths feature

premium microfiber construction for scratch-free and lint-free cleaning.

Premium microfiber construction with quality weave and double-

finished edges

Designed for scratch- and lint-free cleaning of glass and mirrored

surfaces

Durable for up to 500 launderings (up to 200 with Bleach)



EXECUTIVE SERIES™ 32 OZ SPRAYEXECUTIVE SERIES™ 32 OZ SPRAY
BOTTLE, WHITEBOTTLE, WHITE

FG9C03060000

Quantity: 1

Makes cleaning easier and more effective

Adjustable nozzle, sprays up to 30"

High-volume 3-cc spray

Solid HDPE bottle withstands drops and bumps

HYGEN™ PULSE™ MICROFIBER HIGHHYGEN™ PULSE™ MICROFIBER HIGH
CAPACITY CADDY, WHITECAPACITY CADDY, WHITE

FGQ966000000

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN™ PULSE™ High-Capacity Caddy allows

users to easily clean up to 10,000 square feet, reducing the frequency of trips

to the supply closet.

Clean up to 10,000 sq ft

Reduce frequency of trips to the supply closet

Includes reservouir cap for pulse mop



MAXIMIZER™ 3 IN 1 FLOOR PREPMAXIMIZER™ 3 IN 1 FLOOR PREP
TOOL, YELLOWTOOL, YELLOW

2018782

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save

time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user

effort. Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common

spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial

Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the

time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and designed

to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools

deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

Built-in tool attachments clean the toughest messes

Tools include: - Durable scrubber for general cleaning - Eraser to lift

scuffs - Scraper to remove stuck on debris -Quick Change Solid Handle

MAXIMIZER™ 3 IN 1 REPLACABLEMAXIMIZER™ 3 IN 1 REPLACABLE
SCRAPER, BLACKSCRAPER, BLACK

2018787

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save

time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user

effort. Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common

spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial

Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the

time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and designed

to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools

deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

Compatible with the Maximizer 3-in-1 Floor Prep Tool

Removes dry, stuck-on debris left behind by traditional cleaning tools



MAXIMIZER™ 3 IN 1 MEDIUMMAXIMIZER™ 3 IN 1 MEDIUM
SCRUBBER PAD, GRAYSCRUBBER PAD, GRAY

2018784

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save

time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user

effort. Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common

spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial

Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the

time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and designed

to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools

deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

Compatible with the Maximizer 3-in-1 Floor Prep Tool

Designed for general cleaning

MAXIMIZER™ 3 IN 1 SCUFF REMOVERMAXIMIZER™ 3 IN 1 SCUFF REMOVER
PAD, GREENPAD, GREEN

2018786

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save

time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user

effort. Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common

spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial

Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the

time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and designed

to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools

deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

Compatible with the Maximizer 3-in-1 Floor Prep Tool

Lifts stubborn floor scuffs left behind by traditional cleaning tools



MAXIMIZER™ 10 FT OVERHEADMAXIMIZER™ 10 FT OVERHEAD
CLEANING TOOL, YELLOWCLEANING TOOL, YELLOW

2018824

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Maximizer™ cleaning tools help workers save

time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the time of a step and reducing user

effort. Engineered to last and designed to perform in a variety of common

spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

The new Maximizer cleaning tools from Rubbermaid Commercial

Products help workers save time by reducing steps in a task, reducing the

time of a step and reducing user effort. Engineered to last and designed

to perform in a variety of common spaces, Maximizer cleaning tools

deliver fast, consistent results shift after shift.

Cleans hard to reach spaces with less effort

Multi-directional rotating head delivers better leverage when cleaning

overhead surfaces

JANITORIAL CLEANING CARTJANITORIAL CLEANING CART
TRADITIONALTRADITIONAL

FG617388BLA

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Traditional Janitorial Cleaning Cart with

Zippered Yellow Bag collects waste and transports tools for efficient cleaning.

Lightweight and maneuverable for a variety of cleaning solutions.

Front-access zippered bag allows user to easily remove collected waste

with no need to lift through the top.

11 tool hooks make room for all your cleaning needs, such as brooms,

mops, dust pans, dusters, and safety signs.



EXECUTIVE SERIES™ 26 INEXECUTIVE SERIES™ 26 IN
MULTILINGUAL "CAUTION" SIGN, 2MULTILINGUAL "CAUTION" SIGN, 2
SIDED, BLACKSIDED, BLACK

1867505

Quantity: 1

Sleek, lightweight "Caution" sign is 2-sided for effective multilingual safety

communication that won't disrupt a building's image.

Sleek and lightweight sign for effective safety communication

“Caution” warning message imprinted in English, French, and Spanish

provides effective communication to a broad audience

Folds and has integrated carry handles to provide easy transport and

storage on cleaning carts, rim caddies, and in closets

GRIPPER® 60 IN FIBERGLASS WET MOPGRIPPER® 60 IN FIBERGLASS WET MOP
HANDLE, GRAYHANDLE, GRAY

FGH24600GY00

Quantity: 1

Gripper® Clamp Style Handles hold mop firmly between the jaws of the mop

handle; should be used with 5" (12.7 cm) headband mops only.

Gripper® Clamp Style Handles hold mop firmly between the jaws of the

mop handle; should be used with 5" (12.7 cm) headband mops only



24 OZ WEB FOOT® BLEND SCRUBBING24 OZ WEB FOOT® BLEND SCRUBBING
WET MOP, UNIVERSAL HEADBAND,WET MOP, UNIVERSAL HEADBAND,
WHITEWHITE

2036132

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Scrubbing Wet Mop features an integrated

scrubbing headband that removes stuck-on messes faster without interrupting

the mopping process.

Integrated scrubbing headband removes stuck-on debris 2x faster than a

traditional Rubbermaid Commercial Products wet mop.

Universal scrubbing headband is compatible with side-loading Invader®

and clamp-style Gripper® handles.

Double-sided and securely sewn-in scrubbing headband lasts the life of

the mop.

WAVEBRAKE® 18 QT DIRTY WATERWAVEBRAKE® 18 QT DIRTY WATER
BUCKET, REDBUCKET, RED

2064907

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial WaveBrake® Dirty Water Bucket keeps dirty

water separate from clean water, helping to reduce the potential for cross-

contamination. Executive Series™ WaveBrake® include the dirty water bucket

as st



WAVEBRAKE® 35 QT SIDE PRESSWAVEBRAKE® 35 QT SIDE PRESS
BUCKET AND WRINGER, DRAIN,BUCKET AND WRINGER, DRAIN,
YELLOWYELLOW

2031764

Quantity: 1

With features that surpass traditional mop buckets, the new generation of

WaveBrake® helps to clean floors with less effort to get the job done safer,

without sacrificing quality and durability.

IMPROVE SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY Patented WaveBrake baffles

result in less splashing while mopping and maneuvering, helping to

create a safer environment for patrons and staff. Additionally, water

stays in the bucket, eliminating unnecessary trips to the storage closet to

fill up the bucket, enhancing productivity.

80% LESS SPLASHING - Molded-in WaveBrake baffles disrupt wave

formation, reducing splash up to 80% versus leading competitors.

*versus competitive U.S. 35qt single compartment mop bucket and

wringer, not including divider bucket and accessories.

CONVENIENT TO EMPTY The new generation of the WaveBrake mop

bucket is designed to safely empty water with less effort. A foot-

operated drain helps to empty heavy mop buckets into floor drains,

eliminating the strain associated with lifting and bending. For facilities

where sinks are used, integrated handles, sink ledge, and a pour spout

provide control while lifting and emptying, for a safe and stable

emptying process.



#24 DISPOSABLE WET MOP, 5 IN#24 DISPOSABLE WET MOP, 5 IN
HEADBAND, WHITEHEADBAND, WHITE

2025507

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Disposable Wet Mop helps workers reduce the

spread of dirt and grime, resulting in cleaner floors.

Removes 3X More Dirt and Grease* (*Vs. RCP economy cotton mops)

No Break-In Period for Immediate Peak Performance

Reduced Quat Binding* (Vs. used RCP economy cotton mops after 8-

hour Quat exposure)

INVADER® 60 IN FIBERGLASS WETINVADER® 60 IN FIBERGLASS WET
MOP HANDLE, GRAYMOP HANDLE, GRAY

FGH14600GY00

Quantity: 1

Invader® Side Gate Handle’s thumb wheel clamps the mop firmly in place;

should be used with 1" (2.5 cm) headband mops only.

Invader® Side Gate Handle’s thumb wheel clamps the mop firmly in

place; should be used with 1" (2.5 cm) headband mops only



ONESHOT® FOAM DISPENSER LOWONESHOT® FOAM DISPENSER LOW
PROFILE PROFILE POLISHED CHROMEPOLISHED CHROME

1938171

Quantity: 1

The OneShot® Foam System sets the standard for quality and reliability in

counter-mounted soap dispensing.

Industry-leading battery life -- up to 2 years or 90,000 cycles

Touch-free delivery eliminates cross-contamination to help reduce the

spread of germs

No clogs, drips, or messy cleanup

MILANO AUTO FAUCET® IN POLISHEDMILANO AUTO FAUCET® IN POLISHED
CHROME CHROME 4" CENTER SET, KIT 34" CENTER SET, KIT 3

1782743

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Milano Auto Faucet® provides reliable touch-

free activation promoting a cleaner and healthier environment.

Includes (Kit 3): Spout, Valve Control Module, Mixing Valve, Hot/Cold

Supply Hoses (3/8" comp x 3/8" comp x 12" length)

Touch-free activation eliminates cross-contamination to help reduce the

spread of germs

Surround Sensor technology creates a 3" omni-directional sensing zone

guaranteeing activation every time



AUTO FLUSH® CLAMP POLISHEDAUTO FLUSH® CLAMP POLISHED
CHROME TOILETCHROME TOILET

FG401805A

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Clamp Automatic Flush Toilet Valve is a touch-

free flushing system for toilets.

Keeps fixtures flushed and presentable.

Cost effective for high traffic washrooms.

World class reliability

AUTO FLUSH® SIDEMOUNT POLISHEDAUTO FLUSH® SIDEMOUNT POLISHED
CHROME TOILET (FITS SLOAN OR ZURNCHROME TOILET (FITS SLOAN OR ZURN
FLUSH VALVES)FLUSH VALVES)

FG401187A

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Sidemount Automatic Flush Urinal Valve is a

touch-free flushing system for toilets.

Keeps fixtures flushed and presentable.

Cost effective for high traffic washrooms.

World class reliability



HALF ROUND OPEN TOP 12 GALHALF ROUND OPEN TOP 12 GAL
TEXTURED BLACKTEXTURED BLACK

FGSH12EPLTBK

Quantity: 1

The sleek Half Round 12 Gallon FGSH12 Decorative Half-Round Indoor Waste

Container has a contemporary perforated designed to seamlessly and

beautifully blend with modern facilities and environments.

Sleek shape and contemporary pattern beautifully blend with modern

facilities and environments

Half round design fits flush against walls

Heavy-gauge, fire-safe steel for lasting durability in high traffic areas

SLIM JIM® 13 GAL STEP ON STAINLESSSLIM JIM® 13 GAL STEP ON STAINLESS
STEEL END STEP BLACKSTEEL END STEP BLACK

1901993

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Slim Jim® Step-On Container features a slim

profile and small footprint to fit in tightest spaces. Slim Jim® Step-On

containers are constructed with premium-quality materials and meet the

needs of any environment with efficiency, safety, and durability.

Slim Jim® Step-On containers constructed with premium-quality plastic

meet the needs of any environment with efficiency, safety, and

durability.

Slim profile and small footprint maximize space to fit in tightest spaces.

Internal hinge design prevents wall damage.



TCELL™ DISPENSER TCELL™ DISPENSER WHITEWHITE

1793547

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ is an odor control system that utilizes

advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of high-quality

fragrance for up to 60 days.

TCell requires no batteries and operates silently.

Covers areas up to 6,000 cubic feet

TCELL™ DISPENSER TCELL™ DISPENSER CHROMECHROME

1793548

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ is an odor control system that utilizes

advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of high-quality

fragrance for up to 60 days.

TCell requires no batteries and operates silently.

Covers areas up to 6,000 cubic feet

TCELL™ DISPENSER TCELL™ DISPENSER BLACKBLACK

1793546

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial TCell™ is an odor control system that utilizes

advanced fuel cell technology to deliver a precise, timed dose of high-quality

fragrance for up to 60 days.

TCell requires no batteries and operates silently.

Covers ar



MICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITHMICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITH
LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY BLACKBLACK

1955228

Quantity: 1

The Microburst® 3000, powered by the revolutionary LumeCel™ rechargeable

energy system, offers flexible programming and powerful odor control.

Sleek high-performance aerosol dispenser powered by any indoor light

source using LumeCel technology

Lasts for at least 15 years saving the time and money of purchasing,

storing, replacing and disposing of up to 30 alkaline batteries

Pharmaceutical-grade steel delivers Microtrans Odor Neutralizer to

terminate odors with a variety of air freshening fragrances in the

industry's finest mist (fragrances sold separately)

MICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITHMICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITH
LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY WHITEWHITE

1955229

Quantity: 1

The Microburst® 3000, powered by the revolutionary LumeCel™ rechargeable

energy system, offers flexible programming and powerful odor control.

Sleek high-performance aerosol dispenser powered by any indoor light

source using LumeCel technology

Lasts for at least 15 years saving the time and money of purchasing,

storing, replacing and disposing of up to 30 alkaline batteries

Pharmaceutical-grade steel delivers Microtrans Odor Neutralizer to

terminate odors with a variety of air freshening fragrances in the

industry



MICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITHMICROBURST® 3000 DISPENSER WITH
LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY LUMECEL™ TECHNOLOGY CHROMECHROME

1955230

Quantity: 1

The Microburst® 3000, powered by the revolutionary LumeCel™ rechargeable

energy system, offers flexible programming and powerful odor control.

Sleek high-performance aerosol dispenser powered by any indoor light

source using LumeCel technology

Lasts for at least 15 years saving the time and money of purchasing,

storing, replacing and disposing of up to 30 alkaline batteries

Pharmaceutical-grade steel delivers Microtrans Odor Neutralizer to

terminate odors with a variety of air freshening fragrances in the

industry's finest mist (fragrances sold separately)

AUTOFOAM REFILL AUTOFOAM REFILL ENRICHED FOAMENRICHED FOAM
ALCOHOL FREE HAND SANITIZERALCOHOL FREE HAND SANITIZER

FG750593

Quantity: 1

The Enriched Foam Alcohol-Free Sanitizer features an alcohol-free formula

that leaves no sticky residue.

High capacity refill delivers up to 2,750 hand washes

More hand washes per refill reduce labor and soap costs

Hygienically sealed refills eliminate potential contamination



SLIM JIM® RECYCLING STATION 3SLIM JIM® RECYCLING STATION 3
STREAM LANDFILL/MIXEDSTREAM LANDFILL/MIXED
RECYCLING/COMPOSTRECYCLING/COMPOST

2007918

Quantity: 1

An adaptable recycling solution offers a front-of-house look with back-of-

house functionality.

Intuitive lid openings help patrons and staff sort recyclables more

effectively.

Provide better waste stream visibility by selecting a color and waste

stream label for your facility needs.

Hinging lid inserts are optimized to fit any size recyclable.

SIDE BIN RECYCLING 5 QT BLACK FITSSIDE BIN RECYCLING 5 QT BLACK FITS
WASTEBASKET LARGEWASTEBASKET LARGE

FG295073BLA

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Recycling Side Bin is constructed of polyethylene

to be lightweight and durable. It attaches onto medium wastebaskets to

create a deskside recycling solution.

Space-efficient, economical, and an easy and an effective way to recycle

All-plastic construction won’t chip, rust or dent. Rolled rims add

strength, and are easy to clean

Fits onto medium sized wastebasket for a convenient deskisde recycling

station



WASTEBASKET RECYCLING MEDIUM 28WASTEBASKET RECYCLING MEDIUM 28
QT BLUEQT BLUE

FG295673BLUE

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Deskside containers are space-efficient,

economical, and an easy and an effective deskside recycling solution.

All-plastic construction won’t chip, rust or dent. Rolled rims add

strength, and are easy to clean

Fits under standard-height desk

Recycling options available

120 GAL EXECUTIVE SERIES MEGA120 GAL EXECUTIVE SERIES MEGA
BRUTE® MOBILE COLLECTOR BLACKBRUTE® MOBILE COLLECTOR BLACK

FG9W7300BLA

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Mega BRUTE® Mobile Commercial Trash Can is

a highly versatile way to handle large-scale waste collection and sorting.

High capacity—120-gallon/400-pound capacity

Sortation options support recycling efforts

Highly maneuverable; fits through a standard 36" doorway and travels

easily on and off most elevators



EXECUTIVE SERIES MEGA BRUTE®EXECUTIVE SERIES MEGA BRUTE®
MOBILE COLLECTOR LID, BLACKMOBILE COLLECTOR LID, BLACK

FG9W7200BLA

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial Mega BRUTE Mobile Commercial Trash Can is a

highly versatile way to handle large-scale waste collection and sorting.

High capacity—120-gallon/400-pound capacity

Sortation options support recycling efforts

Highly maneuverable; fits through a standard 36" doorway and travels

easily on and off most elevators

VENTED BRUTE® 32 GAL BLACKVENTED BRUTE® 32 GAL BLACK

1867531

Quantity: 1

Innovative venting channels make lifting out liners up to 50% easier,

improving productivity and reducing the risk of injury.

Integrated cinches secure the liner, allowing for efficient knot free liner

changes. Tested to 20,000 cycles.

Rounded handles make lifting and moving easier, and are reinforced to

resist tearing or damage from even the heaviest loads.

Reinforced base is specifically engineered to be dragged over rough

surfaces, extending life and overall durability even in the toughest

environments.



BRUTE® 32 GAL LID OPEN TOP BLACKBRUTE® 32 GAL LID OPEN TOP BLACK

2017738

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® recycling lids are designed to make

recycling easier with consistent color-coding, lid openings and waste stream

options.

Red, yellow, green, blue, black and brown color options available.

Four lid openings are available: mixed recycling, paper, bottles/cans and

open top.

Integrated billboard increases waste stream visibility for patrons and

staff.

BRUTE® MULTI SURFACE DOLLYBRUTE® MULTI SURFACE DOLLY

1997801

Quantity: 1

Built to handle rough and uneven surfaces, the BRUTE® Multi-Surface Dolly is

designed to help make moving waste easier than ever. Ergonomically

designed features help prevent injuries and support worker safety while on the

job.

Heavy-duty rear wheels with high-performance treads plus dual-front

casters distribute up to 250 lbs. of weight evenly for a full range of

maneuverability over uneven surfaces

Ergonomic cart-style handle designed for comfortable and controlled

push, pull and tilt operation

Structural foam twist lock base easily adjusts to secure 20, 32, 44, and

55-gallon BRUTE containers



BRUTE® CONSTRUCTION ANDBRUTE® CONSTRUCTION AND
LANDSCAPE DOLLYLANDSCAPE DOLLY

1997410

Quantity: 1

The BRUTE® Construction and Landscape Dolly is built to easily maneuver

over rough terrain for superior handling of heavy loads. Ergonomically

designed features ensure worker safety in the toughest conditions.

Oversized never flat wheels with DuraTread provide maximum

performance and long-lasting use on even the roughest terrain

Ergonomic cruiser handles provide comfortable maneuverability and

maximum leverage with loads up to 250 lbs.

Structural foam rim hook easily adjusts to secure 32, 44, and 55-gallon

BRUTE® containers

VENTED BRUTE® RECYCLING 32 GALVENTED BRUTE® RECYCLING 32 GAL
DARK GREENDARK GREEN

1788472

Quantity: 1

Innovative venting channels make lifting out liners up to 50% easier,

improving productivity and reducing the risk of injury.

Integrated cinches secure the liner, allowing for efficient knot free liner

changes. Tested to 20,000 cycles.

Rounded handles make lifting and moving easier, and are reinforced to

resist tearing or damage from even the heaviest loads.

Reinforced base is specifically engineered to be dragged over rough

surfaces, extending life and overall durability even in the toughest

environments.



BRUTE® 32 GAL STEP ON ROLLOUTBRUTE® 32 GAL STEP ON ROLLOUT
CONTAINER WITH CASTERS BLUECONTAINER WITH CASTERS BLUE

1971952

Quantity: 1

The Rubbermaid Commercial BRUTE® Step-On Rollouts with Casters facilitate

hands-free waste disposal with the added benefit of superior mobility. Front

swivel casters distribute weight evenly for enhanced maneuverability.

Heavy-duty wheels with high performance treads are optimized for use

indoors and outdoors.

Reinforced rim for superior structural integrity and robust lid designed

for added strength.

Rollout lids open fully and stay in place to prevent swinging during

transport.

ROTOMOLDED TILT TRUCK, STANDARDROTOMOLDED TILT TRUCK, STANDARD
DUTY, 1 CUBIC YARD, BLACKDUTY, 1 CUBIC YARD, BLACK

FG131500BLA

Quantity: 1

Durable rotational molded trucks handle heavy loads with ease

4" center swivel back caster and 10" inset wheels for smooth handling

and maneuverability

Constant force design allows for controlled dumping by one person

1-piece rotomolded plastic is easy to clean and resists pitting and

corroding
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TRUCK SPECIFICATIONS

Source: EPA, Advancing Sustainable Materials Management: 2013 Fact Sheet

Dimensions
• 33ft X 12ft X 8.7Ft

Parking
• 5 Horizontal parking spots
• 2 Vertical parking spots

Set up time
• Arrive 30-60 Minutes before event start time
• Allow for 30min set up
• Allow for 30min break down


